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“Revlooshun”
The Club’s latest drama is off to Austria…
The great thing about these club productions is
that members can be involved as much as they
want to. There are
so many jobs to do
that everyone’s skills
are valued. As well
as the opportunity
for many to take part
as actors and/or
crew, help is needed
in such things as make-up, finding locations and
sourcing or making props.
Hello 'Festival of Nations' - here comes
Sutton Coldfield Movie Makers with
"Revlooshun"

New look
“Revlooshun”
“Revlooshun” is now
even better than it
was. Taking into
account feedback
from judges and
audiences, editor
Gordon Hunt has added a new scene and has
carried out a number of other editorial changes.
We are so proud of the new version that we have
decided to take it to the “Festival of Nations” in
Lenzig in Austria.
This international
festival, which is
being held from 6th
to 12th June,
attracts around 1000
entries. We have
also entered the club
film “Operation Black
Hat” in the “Festival of Nations”.
“Operation Black Hat” was the winner of the North
vs South competition in 2012/2013 which is a
national competition for films made to a set
theme.
A chance to get involved
After the success of “Operation Black Hat”,
“Revlooshun” was originally made specifically for
the North
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/revlooshun.html

vs South

Skills
We all learn from each other, and in the process of
making this film we have built upon the skills we
were beginning to
acquire in the making
of “Operation Black
Hat”.
We have gained a
better understanding
of the use of sound
equipment including boom poles and shotgun mics,
and have begun to learn how to use a bank of
professional standard LED lights thanks to club
member Alan Moore.
The film starred club member Julian Austwick who
also conceived most of the ideas in the film. Club
chairman Gordon Hunt directed and edited the
films. He has had fun (and worked hard)
compositing many exciting special effects and
creating foley sound.
“Revlooshun” has already had success at a number
of competitions:
Winner of the “Chocolate Soldier” competition.
Winner of the Millennium Trophy.
3rd in CEMRIAC Inter-Club competition.
3rd in Southern Heat
of North vs South
competition.
3rd in Audience vote
of Northern Heat of
North vs South
competition.
See the trailer to the movie here
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the North vs South
competition. The
theme we were
working to was
“Revolution”.
It was an ambitious
project with
costumes especially made by Fiona Dunn,
approximately 20 different locations and around
25 people involved as actors and/or crew including
six different members having a hand in the
camera work.
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Fim Festival
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‘Operation Black
Hat’ - the full
story
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